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BRIEFING HIGHLIGHTS

Bolides are a class of asteroid impacts.
The pressure of Earth’s atmosphere can
cause some bolides to explode, creating
a massive fireball releasing blast energies
ranging from kilotons to megatons.
Most bolides go unnoticed except from
sophisticated sensors, but some, can make
it low enough in Earth’s atmosphere to
create nuclear-blast-like effects which
would flatten a city. A bolide’s ability to
mimic the effects of a nuclear weapon
could result in confusion and trigger
accidental escalation. (For reference, in
2019 there were 55 bolide events.)
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONGRESS

1. Specify that the U.S. Space Force will
organize, train, equip and present forces
capable of executing advance warning
and planetary defense missions, and will
be responsible for sustained long-term
environmental surveillance of natural
space-derived threats, to enable prompt
warning, and to execute a prompt and
sustained campaign to deflect or destroy
potential Earth impacting objects.
2. Specify that the USSPACECOM will
be responsible for planning and executing
a deflection campaign, and serve as the
lead national/international coordinator.
3.Task USSPACECOM to develop
requirements for planetary defense
for the Joint Capabilities Integration
and Development System (JCIDS),
including requirements for persistent
surveillance to provide advance warning
and notification of bolide events and
interdiction of Earth-crossing objects
which could cause substantial damage to
life or property.
4. Task USSPACECOM with developing
a Concept of Operations (CONPLAN) of
sufficient detail to allow execution for a
basic increment of capability.
5.Adequately resource USSPACECOM
and the USSF for the above efforts.
6. Ensure NASA continues S&T support
through its DART and NEOSM
programs.

S

ince 2005, Congress has recognized that an asteroid impact
represents a serious threat to national security. Though Congress
tasked NASA to survey hazardous asteroids larger than 140m by 2020,
sixteen years later it remains incomplete.1 In 2008, in Public Law
No 110-422, Congress tasked the Executive Office of the President
to recommend a federal agency to be responsible for protecting the
United States from a near-Earth object anticipated to collide with
our planet and implement a deflection campaign.2 Five Presidential
administrations have failed to respond to this tasking.
Today, however, Congress is in a position to take action to secure the lives and property of American citizens against the real and
preventable disaster of asteroid strikes. Now that a Space Force and
dedicated U.S. Space Command exist, it is appropriate for Congress to
author legislation affixing these responsibilities to the agencies statutorily tasked to “protect the interests of the United States in space”3 and
conduct operations in, from, and to space to defend U.S. vital interests.4
While very large asteroid strikes represent an existential risk, they
are relatively infrequent, and at least the majority of such objects have
been identified. In contrast, only a tiny percentage of the asteroids
smaller than 140m have been mapped, despite their increased frequency
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FIGURE 1: BOLIDE EVENT MAP5
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and ability to cause significant injury or damage—including the potential to destroy an entire city.
The most common class of asteroid impacts are
called bolides. These are asteroid strikes which do not
make it all the way to the ground, but explode in the atmosphere. The phenomenon is significantly more common than is generally understood. In 2019, there were
55 bolide events.6 A bolide occurs when a small asteroid
impacts the Earth’s atmosphere and encounters growing
heating and pressure. Some asteroids cannot withstand
the pressure and explode, causing a massive fireball that
releases blast energies ranging from kilotons to megatons. Most bolides happen high in the atmosphere and
may go unnoticed, except by sophisticated sensors. But
some, like the 1908 Tunguska explosion, can penetrate
low enough to create nuclear-blast-like effects which

would flatten a city. Their ability to mimic the effects of
a nuclear weapon could result in confusion and, in turn,
trigger accidental escalation—particularly if it happens
in the midst of a terrestrial geopolitical crisis. Therefore, early detection of bolide impactors and early global
reporting of bolides is a necessary step in ensuring
global stability.

A GROWING CONCERN
For the U.S. government, the threat of bolides and
asteroid strikes has been a consistent concern of space
professionals since the problem was first articulated in
the Air University futures studies of the mid 1990s.7 In
subsequent years, an understanding of the problem has
grown among policymakers. In 2002, General Simon
“Pete” Worden, then the Director of Operations of
the United States Space Command
(USSPACECOM), warned Congressional lawmakers of a specific scenario
Congress tasked the Executive Office of the President to
where a bolide could cause nuclear
recommend a federal agency to be responsible for protecting
escalation. In comments to the House
the United States from a near-Earth object anticipated to
Science Committee, Worden pointed
collide with our planet and implement a deflection campaign.
out that such a bolide had occurred at
Five Presidential administrations have failed to respond to
the peak of a crisis between India and
this tasking.
Pakistan, and indicated that this could
2
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have been an escalation route for a potential nuclear
war between the two countries.8
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Exploration Technology (CDSET) has held annual
meetings to “satisfy national strategic development
needs” including “asteroid detection and
defense,” and has sponsored an annual
The potential of a bolide strike over a sensitive location
“Asteroids Detection and Defense Innois hardly hypothetical. Bolides have recently struck near
vate Design Competition.”18
sensitive locations in both Russia and the United States. In
Beijing’s objectives are more ambiRussia, the 2013 Chelyabinsk bolide detonated just 60 miles
tious, however. As part of its burgeoning
from the Mayak nuclear storage and disposal facility, where
space strategy,19 the PRC also intends to
dozens of tons of weapons grade plutonium are stored.
deliberately capture a bolide-sized asteroid in 2029 and return it to the Earth’s
surface via a guided impact in 2034.20
The potential of a bolide strike over a sensitive
For both defense and economic reasons, the PRC has
location is hardly hypothetical. Bolides have recently
likewise begun a program to develop nuclear spacestruck near sensitive locations in both Russia and the
craft21 which is explicitly designed to access and mine
United States. In Russia, the 2013 Chelyabinsk bolide
asteroids.22
detonated just 60 miles from the Mayak nuclear storage
and disposal facility, where dozens of tons of weapons
MISSION CONFUSION
grade plutonium are stored, and in Shchuchye, where
Over the past two decades, the United States has
6,000 tons of Sarin and VX nerve gas are stored.9 The
become increasingly aware of—and concerned with—the
concerns of misattribution are not merely speculative;
asteroid defense mission.23 The imperative was first
following the Chelyabinsk strike, one Russian politician echoed in the Final Report of the 2001 Commission on
blamed the explosions not on natural phenomena but
the Future of the U.S. Aerospace Industry, which stated
on the testing of “new weapons” by the United States.10
that “planetary defense should be assigned to DoD in coSubsequently, In 2018, bolide strikes occurred over the
operation with NASA.” The Commission,” it continued,
11
Bering Sea, between the United States and Russia, and “believes that the nation needs a joint civil and military
over Thule, Greenland.12 These represent sensitive loca- initiative to develop a core space infrastructure that will
tions where the United States maintains critical missile
address emerging national needs for military use and
warning facilities to provide warning of an impending
planetary defense.”24
nuclear first strike.
Unfortunately, the intervening two decades have
In turn, foreign efforts to combat the bolide threat
not resulted in such a coordinated initiative, but inhave potential dual-use implications for space domain
stead the lack of legislative clarity has led to competing
awareness, counter-space, and the proliferation of
and often contradictory impulses. The dissolution of
nuclear capabilities to outer space. For instance, RusUSSPACECOM in the early 2000s eliminated the most
sia’s experiences in Chelyabinsk and Tunguska have led logical recipient of the anti-bolide mission, and key
Moscow to launch several architecture studies, such as
advocates (including Gen. Worden and Col. Lindley
CITADEL, which include nuclear devices and hyperJohnson) migrated into the federal civilian space sector.
velocity impactors as potential responses to the bolide
The subsequent framing of the topic as a NASA/science
13
threat. If fully resourced, such a Russian architecture
issue under the purview of the relevant Congressional
would have significant international security implicacommittees and the President’s Office of Science and
14
tions.
Technology Policy (OSTP), rather than as a space conThe People’s Republic of China (PRC) is similarly
trol or defense issue (under Armed Services committees
aware of the threat.15 China’s government has signed
and the National Space Council and National Security
(but not yet ratified) the Comprehensive Test Ban Trea- Council), has resulted in it receiving less attention and
ty (CTBT),16 in part because it has argued that doing so
urgency than it deserves.
would close the door to the use of nuclear explosives
For its part, OSTP has regrettably perpetuated the
17
against a potential asteroid threat. Since 2011, the
framing of the planetary defense narrowly as a science
Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Committee of Deep Space issue, while failing to recommend a federal agency to
3
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implement a deflection campaign consistent
While NASA is tasked with advancing detection and
with Congressional tasking of 2008.25 In 2010,
foundational analysis, until Congress or the President
OSTP Director John Holdren recommended to
decide to clearly assign the mission of planetary defense,
Congress that NASA take the lead in conducting
both NASA and DoD exist in a state of limbo where it is
foundational analysis and simulation activities
unclear if the U.S. military is legally permitted to expend
and assessment of technologies [only] for NEO
funds for such a purpose.
mitigation and deflection.26 That determination
effectively marginalized the U.S. military and its
to develop military advantage in space access and maneuconstituent entities (such as the United States Space
ver.
Force) to a potential future support position—making it
There is, however, a growing awareness of the asterdifficult for its principals to argue for resources or prioroid threat. The inherent synergies between space control
ity within the Pentagon in order to enable a more robust
and missile defense, for instance, has led a number of
planetary defense response.27
authors, including celebrity astrophysicist Neil deGrasse
This is where the situation remains. While NASA is
Tyson, to suggest it as an appropriate mission for the
tasked with advancing detection and foundational analU.S. Space Force, and one that would help with public
ysis, until Congress or the President decide to clearly assign
acceptance and recruiting, as well as international cooperthe mission of planetary defense, both NASA and DoD exist
ation.28 Others have noted that assigning asteroid defense
in a state of limbo where it is unclear if the U.S. military
missions to DoD would push advanced technology.29
is legally permitted to expend funds for such a purpose.
Technologies such as space-based radar, Cis-Lunar space
This has previously proved a barrier for institutions like
domain awareness (SDA), and advanced propulsion (such
the Air Force Research Lab in developing advanced space as Nuclear Thermal Propulsion30) simultaneously create
propulsion technology, thereby foreclosing opportunities capabilities that reduce the risks of crisis escalation, aid in
TABLES 1 & 2: PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR PLANETARY DEFENSE MISSION31, 32
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global stability, and secure life on Earth from asteroid
threats. They create dual-use technologies that enable
economic strength and a multi-trillion-dollar space
economy,33 as well as provide a military logistical advantage.34 Moreover, the U.S. Space Force requirements for
Cislunar Space Domain Awareness35 are synergistic with
asteroid surveillance and warning.36 Recent studies even
suggest it is now possible to both warn of and protect
against bolide-size to city-killer-size impactors with
existing military technology.37 Once roles are clarified,
progress can move from one-time science missions to
catalog large objects to an architecture for continuous
surveillance and warning of every Earth-crossing object
which could injure or damage U.S. and allied interests.
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warning, and to execute a prompt and sustained
campaign to deflect or destroy potential Earth
impacting objects.
• Specify that the USSPACECOM will be responsible for planning and executing a deflection
campaign, and serve as lead in coordinating with
other federal agencies and international bodies.
• Task USSPACECOM to develop requirements
for planetary defense for the Joint Capabilities
Integration and Development System (JCIDS)
in that calendar year, including requirements
for persistent surveillance to provide advance
warning and notification of bolide events and
requirements for persistent surveillance and interdiction of Earth-crossing objects which
could cause substantial damage to life or
Technologies such as space-based radar, Cis-Lunar space
property.
domain awareness (SDA), and advanced propulsion (such
• Task USSPACECOM with developing
as Nuclear Thermal Propulsion) simultaneously create
a Concept of Operations (CONPLAN) of
capabilities that reduce the risks of crisis escalation, aid in
sufficient detail to allow execution for a
global stability, and secure life on Earth from asteroid threats.
basic increment of capability.
They create dual-use technologies that enable economic
• Adequately resource USSPACECOM
strength and a multi-trillion-dollar space economy, as well
and the USSF for the above efforts.
as provide a military logistical advantage.
• Direct NASA to continue its Planetary
Defense Coordination Office (PDCO)39
CLARIFYING ROLES
activities of foundational analysis, simulation
Today, however, America’s response to the asterand evaluation, and provide adequate fundoid defense mission is still mostly marked by inaction.
ing for the Double Asteroid Redirect Mission
Because this is an environmental, as opposed to hu(DART)40 and the Near-Earth Object Survey
man-generated, threat, and because it would appear to
Mission (NEOSM),41 which is the most expecurrently be an unfunded mandate, there is significant
ditious way to accomplish the overdue 2005
uncertainty over whether it constitutes a core warfightCongressional survey tasking.
ing / national security mission, or whether this should
belong to a civilian agency such as NASA or DHS/
EYES TO THE FUTURE
FEMA. Even within DoD, there is a lack of clarity about Unlike other disasters, asteroid strikes are preventable.
responsibilities between NORTHCOM, STRATCOM,
However, the ambiguity of who should be in charge has
USSPACECOM, USSF, MDA, and DTRA.38
stymied progress and U.S. leadership in addressing the
Here, Congress can help the situation. In its updates threat. Now, however, organizational changes—includto the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), Capi- ing the establishment of the U.S. Space Force and U.S.
Space Command—have paved the way for the planning
tol Hill can help to delineate responsibilities and priorand execution of the asteroid defense mission to be
ities through language that would empower the nation
entrusted to the Department of Defense.42 Doing so will
to address the asteroid and bolide threat. Specifically,
Congress should:
end the two-decade period of ambiguity and inaction,
• Specify that the U.S. Space Force will organize,
advance the stability of the entire planet, and create
train, equip and present forces capable of execomparative advantage against our key competitors.
cuting advance warning and planetary defense
Time, however, is of the essence. Congress should most
missions, and will be responsible for sustained
swiftly to incorporate the above recommendations in
long-term environmental surveillance of natthe 2021 NDAA.
ural space-derived threats, to enable prompt
5
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